Nottawasaga & Creemore Public School – Board Games
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The players are two royal builders competing to build their
castle first. Each player in turn places a wall of his color. When
a player manages to form a square with three or more sides of
his color, he places a castle inside. The first player to place all
five castles wins.
From the box:
Once upon a time there were 2 royal master-builders. They
were competing for the favors of the beautiful queen. Which
of them will be the first to finish a new castle for her majesty?
Content: 5 green towers (2 with roof (sic), 3 without roof), 5
yellow towers (2 with roof, 3 without roof), 15 green walls, 15
yellow walls
For 2 players. From 4 years of age.
It’s simply a matter of DIVIDE and CONQUER!
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If we divide correctly, we earn the right to conquer those
chips. And whoever has the most chips after 5 rounds of play. .
. WINS THE GAME!
Now with the roll of all 3 dice you'll then simply call out the
division for each one of the numbers rolled into the teal
colored numbers showing on the tile. With the number 27
showing on a tile in the center pile and having rolled a 3, you
will simply call out "27 divided by 3 equals 9" and the chip is
YOURS. It's that simple.
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ROLL ‘EM & WIN!
It takes SPEED, because you have ONLY two 30 second rounds
to roll the multiples of your number (1-9), call out the
multiplications and cover the answers found on your number
board.
ROLL ‘EM & WEEP!
It takes LUCK, because in rolling three GOOSE EGGS (0,0,0) you
are EGGED right out of the game!
The game SCRAMBLED EGGS, found on the backside of each
number board, and is designed for those who want to bolster
their multiplication skills. Again with the two dice, two 30
second rounds, players will either be covering up their
answers on the bottom row, or advancing their markers
upwards to adjoining open answers to get to the top of the
pile.
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Kidcala is a kids' version of Mancala, which has all the fun and
strategy of the original game--but 3 new games for children.
Kidcala's special design includes a family of fruits (grapes,
oranges, apples, and bananas) for a new twist on the
traditional African counting game.

The game that started it all - with all new cards in a special
collectable lunch box tin! Flip and stack this clever loaf of
cards to build slamwiches and double deckers. Tomato,
cheese, tomato... slap! Get there first and win the pile. But
watch out -- you'll have to catch thieves and stop munchers
from stealing the stack of cards. When you're out of cards,
you're out of the game. The first player to collect all the
cards wins.

Use your noodle and the included sticks to separate each
symbol into its own space. The catch? The instructions tell
you how many (or how few) sticks you get to use. Noodlers
Puzzle Box is great for enhancing spatial learning. Includes
80 full-color puzzles and 6 Noodlers sticks.

Pengoloo is filled with matching and memory fun from the
South Pole! Kids ages four and up are challenged to match
coloured eggs hidden under each penguin, to the colours
on the dice. Make a match to collect a penguin and place it
on your iceberg scorecard. Be the first to collect six
penguins to win the game. This charming wooden game is
for 2 to 6 players.

The object of the game is to study a card for 10 seconds
and then answer a question based on the roll of a die. If the
question is answered correctly, the card is kept, and the
person with the most number of cards after 5 or 10
minutes is the winner.
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Hive is a highly addictive strategic game for two players
that is not restricted by a board and can be played
anywhere on any flat surface. Hive is made up of twenty
two pieces, eleven black and eleven white, resembling a
variety of creatures each with a unique way of moving.
With no setting up to do, the game begins when the first
piece is placed down. As the subsequent pieces are placed
this forms a pattern that becomes the playing surface (the
pieces themselves become the board). Unlike other such
games, the pieces are never eliminated and not all have to
be played. The object of the game is to totally surround
your opponent's queen, while at the same time trying to
block your opponent from doing likewise to your queen.
The player to totally surround his opponent's queen wins
the game.
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An all in one primer designed to help build important early
math skills. This hands-on set starts with number
recognition and counting tasks, then advances to simple
addition/subtraction with objects and numbers, patterning,
early problem solving and quantity comparisons. Includes
26 double sided activity mats, 35 extra-thick soft picture
tiles, 20 Lauri Crepe Rubber number plaques, 50 Crepe
Rubber counters and a kit box with drawers for organized
and easy access. Activity guide included. Ages 3+.
THE FARMING GAME®, players harvest crops with the roll
of the dice, dodge droughts, uncertain markets and insects.
Buy land, cattle, wheel and deal. Always different and
always a challenge. Build the best farm in the county. A
truly rewarding time that entertains, teaches and is just
plain fun. An International award-winning game! Hundreds
of thousands of copies sold. Ages 10-Adult.

Hungry for fun? Gobblet Gobblers is an easy to learn
strategy game with an irresistible cast of characters. Like
Tic-Tac-Toe, players have to line up three of their Gobblers
in a row to win. Here's the catch; you can gobble up your
opponent's smaller pieces to steal their spot! Put on your
thinking cap to outmaneuver your opponent and win the
game.

